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Psychiatric genetics: A frightful chromosome
Jonathan Flint
A duplication of part of chromosome 15q, apparently
inherited in a non-Mendelian fashion, has been found to
be strongly associated with phobic disorders. This
unusual genetic mechanism may partly explain the
heritability of phobias and other complex traits.
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There was a time when human genetic linkage studies,
now the method of choice for finding genetic variants
associated with phenotypes of medical or other interest,
were so novel and so difficult to undertake that every
sample would be lovingly groomed in preparation for the
arduous steps ahead. On the top of the preparation check-
list would be a note to check the chromosomes of each
patient, for it was well known that nothing speeds up the
hunt for a disease gene more than a rearrangement that
segregates with the phenotype. A chromosomal break-
point becomes a tractable target for molecular dissection,
immediately limiting the search for disease genes to the
proximity of the rearrangement. It has been estimated
that about 1% of cases of genetic disorder that arise from
an abnormality at a single locus are due to chromosomal
rearrangements [1], but the contribution of this type of
pathology to complex genetic conditions, such as high
blood pressure, diabetes, obesity and schizophrenia, is
believed to be minimal, for two reasons. First, (almost)
none have been found, and second, the available genetic
data are believed to indicate that none are likely to be
found [2]. 
It is hard to claim that attempts to find the genetic basis 
of complex conditions have been a tremendous success.
Failure is due, so common wisdom has it, to the genetic
basis being even more complex than initially thought.
Single genetic causes, such as a chromosomal rearrange-
ment, are more or less ruled out; instead polygenic inher-
itance (with emphasis on the poly) is the rule. And because
we now think there are many more small-effect genes that
need to be found, investigators are encouraged to collect
ever larger samples, which they should analyse with even
more genetic markers. You are unlikely to be playing this
game unless you have thousands of families at your dis-
posal and are considering testing every gene in the genome.
Genetics on the industrial scale has little room for the
homely karyotype.
A new paper from Xavier Estivill’s laboratory [3] is a
reminder of the value of carefully investigating families
entered into linkage studies for complex traits. They report
an association between a genomic duplication of chromo-
some 15q24-26 and irrational fears, or phobias. Now under-
taking genetic linkage in behavioural disorders is not for
the faint hearted: few areas of human genetics have gener-
ated more acrimony. Describing all the vicissitudes the
field has endured would occupy at least one book, for not
only must the geneticist cope with the almost intractable
problems of polygenic action, but there is also the problem
of how best to categorize the behaviour. Psychiatric classifi-
cation, itself not free from dispute, may be reliable, but it
clearly does not always correspond with biology. For
example, twin and family studies of autism and schizophre-
nia show that the genetic predisposition to these disorders
gives rise to different phenotypes within the same family
[4]. Similarly, the separation of some forms of depression
and anxiety obscures the fact that the disorders may be dif-
ferent manifestations of the same genes [5].
One way to undertake genetic studies of psychiatric illness
is to find a classification that might relate more directly to
the inheritance pattern. The ideal would be to find pedi-
grees where the disorder segregates in strictly Mendelian
fashion, as a recessive or dominant, as although these fami-
lies would not be typical, at least there would be a good
chance of finding linkage, the first step towards isolating the
abnormal gene. Unfortunately, such families have not
been forthcoming. An alternative is to find other geneti-
cally determined conditions that predispose to psychiatric
illness, as in the case of Maria Karyiourgou’s observation
that patients with a deletion on chromosome 22q11 have
an increased chance of developing a psychotic illness [6].
Estivill’s group [3] took advantage of an association
between some anxiety disorders and joint laxity (a
condition where elbows, knees and other joints are more
extensive than normal) [7].
Over the years, clinical observation has pointed to the
occasional association between a physical characteristic
and a psychiatric disorder. For instance, arthritis is less
common among schizophrenic patients [8]. Often it is
difficult to discover what the association means: do both
conditions arise from a common cause, is one secondary to
the other or is the association spurious? In the case of an
increased prevalence of joint laxity among patients with
phobia, Antoni Bulbena and colleagues [9] came across
evidence that the relationship was familial, at least in the
population they were looking at in Catalonia. Further-
more, the two conditions appeared to co-segregate in
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families, indicating that a common genetic determinant
might be responsible.
But before embarking on a linkage study, Estivill’s group
[3] decided to check the integrity of the subjects’ chromo-
somes. Not only did they have a good cytogeneticist, for
the abnormality reported is subtle, but they also did not
discard the finding as another uninteresting chromosome
polymorphism. Instead, they tested for an association
between the slight difference in 15q banding patterns and
the phenotypes they had collected. They found that 80%
of their patients with the 15q abnormality had a phobic
disorder. The chromosomal abnormality turned out to be a
duplication of 17 megabases of DNA in the 15q24-26
region, and has a prevalence of approximately 6% in an
unselected population sample. By itself this finding is
intriguing; their next result was unexpected. They went
on to look for the duplication in a set of 70 unrelated
patients with phobias and found it in 68 subjects. This
degree of association is one of the strongest reported for a
psychiatric disorder and a genetic polymorphism.
There are, however, some oddities that need explaining.
First, the authors [3] do not tell us whether the group of
unrelated phobic patients had joint laxity or not. If not,
we need to explain why the 15q duplication is so strongly
associated with joint laxity in their family study, but not
in their sample of unrelated individuals. Second, there
are questions about the phenotypic classification of the
anxiety disorders they discuss. From their description,
you might think that it accepted that there is a common
genetic predisposition to phobias of all types: in other
words the genetic variants that predispose you to be
frightened of spiders could make you terrified of speak-
ing in public. In fact the evidence from twin studies
shows that genetic risk factors are in part specific [10,11].
Diagnosis is also not very reliable and the conditions
have only moderate heritabilities, of about 30% [12].
These results need to be squared with the large genetic
effect of the 15q duplication, apparently common to all
types of phobia. 
Third, Estivill’s group studied seven pedigrees (presum-
ably unrelated), in which phobia and joint laxity appear to
be inherited traits. They found evidence for both linkage
and association between the 15q duplication and the phe-
notypes, but not between polymorphic markers within the
duplication and any phenotype, or indeed the chromosomal
duplication. How can this be? It is not surprising that they
find no association, because no allele at any marker is spe-
cific for the duplication, but why no linkage? Within fami-
lies, assuming the duplication segregates as a Mendelian
trait, then people who inherit the duplication will also
inherit the chromosome 15 markers within the duplication.
Consequently they should find linkage. But they do not.
The answer the authors give is that the duplication is not
segregating in a Mendelian fashion. They report several
cases of abnormal segregation, for example a de novo occur-
rence and also a reversion. But is this enough to abolish
linkage? Unfortunately, no figures are given for the rate of
abnormal segregation, and the data presented in their paper
[3] are insufficient to test what that rate should be to obtain
their result. We will need to wait to see how abnormal the
segregation really is.
We will also need to see if anyone else can find the
association. Genetic association studies are currently very
popular among psychiatrists — I recently worked out from
searching PubMed that about one such study is published
every day — but no one has reported anything so convinc-
ing. No doubt across the world psychiatric departments
will be gearing up to inflict fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion tests on all their phobic patients and it will not be long
before we know whether the 15q duplication is just a
Catalonian oddity.
If this finding is confirmed and the duplication shown to
segregate in a non-Mendelian fashion, then it suggests
another line of investigation for complex disorders. Large-
scale chromosomal rearrangements are common enough
in pericentromeric regions for cytogeneticists to ignore
size variation as an irrelevant polymorphism. Complex
repeat regions at the ends of chromosomes also show size
variation, involving hundreds of kilobases of DNA some
of which may contain functional genes [13,14]. And there
are other, less well characterized duplications around the
genome, currently giving a headache to those entrusted
with the task of assembling the human genome. There
are a lot of phenotypes out there just waiting for associa-
tion testing.
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